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MondeF
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System setup



->Both the audio distribution and the control panels (21) in the zones use the existing ones

LAN network. This has allowed the client to save on kilometers of cable and the installation thereof.

The MondeF MDF-1632ZT Zone Streamer is 

located at the reception. It is also possible to 

send broadcasts or (scheduled) audio clips from 

here to the individual zones. The system also 

automatically starts and stops playback in zones 

where this is desirable.

Source and volume selection can be made on 

the central touchscreen as well as on the local 

MDF-CON6 control panels.



->Because the EDL-80DTs are equipped with an energy-efficient class D amplifier, they are very energy efficient.

The offices are equipped with a Dante EDL-80DT 

built-in loudspeaker and a MDF-CON6 control panel 

with its own selection of radio channels and volume 

control. The control panels are also included in the 

local network, so no additional cables are required 

for control.



->The MDF-6CON control panel fits into existing switching material and is therefore easy to combine

with, for example, the operation of the light - or as in the photo - the sun screens.



->By using Dante products, a lot of time can be saved during installation. A lot of copper can also be saved in combination with 

100V amplifiers which can be placed close to the zones instead of a central audio rack!



The factory halls are equipped with the

WALL-05T and EDL-430WS 100V

speakers. The amplifiers get their audio from 

the MondeF / Dante network.



The canteen is equipped with its own 100V 

Dante mixing amplifier to which additional local 

sources such as a microphone, beamer and TV 

are connected. The daily background music 

comes from the MondeF / Dante network.

->It is also possible to send the amplifier's audio mix back via Dante to the MondeF streamer. Then you can create a separate 

source and have the mix heard in other zones.



Reacties 

Peter Heinen, Projectleader Nieuwbouw / QHSE Manager at Van Raam Varsseveld 
"We chose the MondeF system because of the flexibility, ease of use and because it is 
future-proof."
->
->Flexibility because everything is easy to configure in the software. MondeF can also 
be combined very well with our conventional 100V systems.
-> Ease of use because we have all possible radio transmitters under the button in the 
individual zones.
-> Future-proof through software updates, we can let the system develop along with 
the needs of the time.

Martijn Kolkman, Planner / Projectleader at Perebolte elektrotechniek Aalten 
“As the distances - and therefore the cable lengths - are huge for this project, MondeF
in combination with Dante audio over IP offers us great benefits. With this system, 
installation has become a lot easier and, above all, more flexible."
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